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ABSTRACT 
 
Based on a fourty year experience in Telemetry, acquired on the European Space Program, 
IN-SNEC company (Zodiac group) has designed a versatile, modular and customable 
telemetry system for Airbus A380 aircraft program. 
 
This Aircraft Telemetry System (TMA-2000) comes with a large set of acquisition boards 
allowing numerous digital and analog inputs.  
 
The major innovation of this system lies in its modularity which allows the user to configure 
his acquisition chain in function of his monitoring needs and the use of an Ethernet link for its 
configuration as well as for telemetry output data flow. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The renewal of Airbus test equipement began in the end of the 90’s by a call for tender about 
a new generation DAS equipement whose goal was in addition to collect and record the great 
amount of data necessary to the qualification of an Aircraft, to be able to process and sort, in 
real time part of these data. The interest of onboard process is obviously to reduce 
qualification waisted time by an onboard control of the major parameters which are the theme 
of the qualification flight and to check that the qualification threshold is reached for a given 
parameter. It allows a better selection of relevant data reducing flow of unusefull information. 
It provides a real time control of security parameters during the flights. 
 
Placed between the low level layer of the wole test equipement system (the sensors and buses 
derivations), and the top layer (the recording, ground transmission and display facilities), the 



Aircraft Telemetry System (TMA 2000) has been designed to bring an efficient answer to the 
requirements of a modern DAS: 
• Ethernet interface 
• Modular 
• Configurable (by Ethernet) 
• Real time processing and sorting 
• Versatile data flow 
• Built in Test 
 
In addition, the system must be easy to use, easy to interface with standard means, accurate, 
reliable… For further information and technical specifications, please contact In-Snec 
company. 
 
This article gives an overview of the system and details its main characteristics through an 
example. 
 
 

DISCOVERING THE TMA SYSTEM THROUGH AN EXAMPLE 
 
In the case of a big aircraft, more than several thousands of measurements may be necessary 
to cover the qualification testing. Such a test organization requires computer assistance to 
build the data base, prepare configuration files and organize the measurements. To explain the 
TMA system, we propose to present the example of some basic measurements but highly 
representative of the instrumentation needs.  
 
As we want to correlate the TMA acquisitions with other DAS and the flight test timing, we 
want to know accuratly the date of any of these acquisitions. See SYNCHRONIZATION 
paragraph. 
 
As the user, we have determined the needs: 
- a voltage signal of 1 volts maximum and frequency 200 Hz maximum, 
- a sensor whose probe is a resistor centered 100Ohms (Thermal probe for example), 
- check a power whose both signal components are voltage values (the current is seen 

through a resistor), 
- monitor a frequency, period, count transition or perform on/off detection of a discrete 

signal, 
- extract a digital label of an ARINC429 transmission bus, 
- analyse transmitted characters on a RS422 bus and performs statistical synthesis like 

count errors, count number of frames and send regularly the results. 
 
We want to be informed if  any failure appends in the system. See AUTOTEST paragraph. 
 
The purpose of these measurements is to be displayed and stored in real time but also be 
shared to different devices. In other words, we want for example to output the four first 
measurements to a first operator and the last three measurements to a another one. All data 
will be recorded. See GLOBAL SYSTEM OVERVIEW and PARAMETERS - PACKETS - 
OUTPUT DATA FLOW paragraphs 
 
 



We propose to select now our measurement modules, configure the system and proceed at the 
output exploitation. 
 
 

SETTING UP THE TEST  
 
The test set up which will be the guideline of our example is shown in figure 1. To give more 
interest to the example, we choose to dispatch the measurement modules needed through a 
“daisy chain” of three racks placed 100 feet from each other. Up to 16 card racks may 
constitute a daisy chain. In each rack, we need one DC-DC converter (only one half of a rack 
may be powered), one control module, different acquisition modules and some cables to 
constitute the system. The Master rack is equipped with an Ethernet module which is the 
interface with external environment. 
 
If accurate sampling and datation is required, a synchronization and datation device provides 
time reference to the TMA. In stand alone mode, the date of the parameters is reset at power 
up. Note that TMA supports a 48 bits datation information with a 1µs LSB. Let us define at 
this stage that a parameter is an elementary data with date and identification tagging.  
 
To configure the system, a standard PC with the TMA software package is required. 
 
Once configured, the data flow is sent on UDP/IP format to multicast  groups  connected to 
the Ethernet network through the Ethernet link. 
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Figure 1 
 



Rack characteristics 
 
The rack is a 19” 4U size mechanical structure, which can be placed in a standard cabinet. In 
each rack, one can place up to 21 acquisition modules (20 in the master one). The 22nd slot is 
used by the control module. On the backside of the rack, input and output connectors lead to 
an easy connection with external environnement (synchros, probes, outputs). The rack is 
powered by a 28V DC power supply. A special care has been taken to reduce power up 
current and to accept large varations of the voltage. A protection against power drop out of 
minimum 250ms at maximum load is included. In dedicated slots, two 200W DC-DC  
converters power the modules with 5V and +/-15V, each one, half of a rack. A front face 
closes the rack with shielding for EMC requirements. Each module is equiped with leds 
which give in a glance the state of the system. 
 
A rack becomes master or slave depending on the straps configuration of one of its local 
connector. 
 
 
Configuration 
 
Easy to install on a standard PC, the TMA software package includes the whole software set 
for acquisition modules and configuration. The three steps to configure a TMA system are: 
 

1. The user writes its configuration files (in text format). Numerous examples are 
provided to guide him. In the real case of thousands of measurements, data base 
extraction to produce configuration files automatically is preferable. We shall give 
some configuration examples showing that configuration is intuitive and can easily 
be automated. 

2. The configuration tools includes a compiler which checks the configuration 
description and translates the text files into configuration binary files to be loaded 
in the TMA system modules. If necessary, the TMA compiler will also run 
automatically the DSP standard compiler for user processes written in C language. 
The customization paragraph details this feature.  

3. The configuration is sent to the TMA system, through ETHERNET link with the 
loader. 

 
A Graphic User Interface is provided for user testing but the compiler and the loader may be 
called from an automated script. At any stage, reports and log files give usefull information 
concerning configuration statistics or errors. 
 
 

SYNCHRONIZATION 
 
The TMA can be synchronized by a GPS station delivering an IRIG datation stream, a 1s 
clock and a 1 MHz optional clock delivered to the Master rack. Based on the TMA 
synchronization broadcasting principles throught the ADSL links, all the acquisition modules 
of  the chain are able to sample with a great accuracy (maximum phase shift : 140ns) 
wherever are the modules in the chain and whatever is the sampling frequency. Consequently 
one GPS station will synchronize with the same performances different TMA daisy chains. 
 
 



ANALOG ACQUISITION 
 
Different kinds of modules may be used for the different types of acquisition: 
- Voltage, thermocouples, strains gauge, sampled up to 64Kpps and in range up to +/-

50Volts 
- Frequency, Counter or Period measurements 
- Discrete signal detection at any threshold between –10 to +10Volts 
- Smart sensors like TEDs following the standard IEEE1451.4. 
 
 
Voltage measurement 
 
In our  example, the ANA_MONO module with its 16 channels may be used to input the 
voltage signal of maximum 1 Volt and 200 Hz frequency. One of the 16 channel is devoted to 
this measurement and configured simply with the text file associated to the module: 
 
AMNCHANNEL[01]  ß selection of the channel 
{MEASURE = VOLTAGE 
FILTER   = F2   ß two sets of digital filters may be used to reduce noise. 
SAMPLE  = 2048  ß sampling rate which with the filter field determines the cut frequency 
RANGE  = VRANGE7  ß +/-1.024 Volt measurement range 
OFFSET = 0   ß an offset may be programmed 
DECIMATION  = 2}  ß reduction of output data rate 
 
 
Temperature measurement 
 
To measure a temperature, the same module can be used with another channel configuration, 
for a PT100 Thermal probe for example, an accurate current generator is associated to each of 
the 16 channels and can be programmed from 1 to 20 mA. The configuration of the channel is 
close to the previous one: 
 
AMNCHANNEL[02]  ß selection of another channel 
{ MEASURE = TEMPERATURE 
SAMPLE  = 256  ß refreshing period  
RANGE  = TRANGE4  ß -100°C +400°C 
CURRENT  = 1 }  ß 1 mA current generator 
 
 
Power or RMS measurement 
 
An interesting use of the system is to control some measurements in real time and to compute 
power or RMS values, following our example, the same hardware ANA_MONO module can 
be used in a specific RMS/Power set of software. By configuration, we define the process to 
perform and the associated channels: 
 
ARPCHANNEL[04]  ß selection a channel – another set of software (ARP) is used 
{MEASURE = POWER ß type of process, when RMS is selected there is no LINK channel 
LINK   = 5 
SAMPLE  = 128  ß refreshing period 
RANGE  = ARPRANGE2} ß+/-5.12 Volt range 
ARPCHANNEL[05]  ß associated channel 
{RANGE = ARPRANGE4} ß range of signal may be different 



 
The associated channel must be declared, the range may be different. The compiler will 
associate these two channels and the acquisition module will be configured to perform the 
power computations. 
 
 
Monitor frequency, period, count transition or perform on/off detection of a discrete 
signal 
 
The frequency and period measurements are based on counting the transistions of a signal 
through a threshold. The 8 channels FCP module performs this kind of acquisition. This 
module counts the number of transitions and can output as well, the counter value, a period or 
a frequency. The desired output rate of any of these results is configurable. 
 
In the same order of idea, the 36 discrete channels TOR module performs on/off detection 
through a threshold and outputs the state of the signal. The configuration of a channel 
specifies the physical interface and the threshold. Edge or sampling may be combined. Time 
filtering may be configured in order to reduce the amount of data for a high frequency 
alternative signal: 
 
TORCHANNEL[01]  ß Each channel is individually configurable 
{THRESHOLD  = 2.5V   ß In a range -10 to +10Volts 
MODE   = SHUNT  ß different physical input interfaces are available 
EDGE   = YES  ß each threshold transition detection generates a parameter 
FILTER   = 1ms }  ß time filtering : 1 ms after a detection no parameter is generated 
 
As the reader can imagine, this module will generate parameters which shall not be periodical. 
The parameter production depends on the signal. We shall see in the paragraph dealing with 
parameters how the system manages this dynamic data flow. 
 
 
Smart sensors – TEDS 
 
A 12 channels analog wide band module has been developped with the ability to be interfaced 
with TEDs, standard IEEE1451.4. The main advantage of such an interface is to be able to 
read into the sensor a table of data. This kind of interface provides features like checking the 
type of sensor, detecting connection failure, getting directly from the sensor the compensation 
parameter, reducing the risks of human errors. 
 
 

DIGITAL BUS ACQUISITION 
 
A large set of digital standards can be acquired with different modules: RS422, RS232, 
RS485, CAN, ARINC429, etc… 
 
 
Standard configuration 
 
The physical interface may be configured for these different modules : 
- for RS232/422/485 : baud rate, protocole synchronous/asynchronous, data length, start bit, 

stop bit, line termination impedance… 



- for ARINC419: fast (100kbits/s) or slow rate (10kbits/s), parity, mode, label/time 
filtering…  

- for CAN : bit rate from 250 kbits/s to 1 Mbits/s, sampling, IDCAN sorting/filtering. 
 
Every data detected on the bus link can, in basic mode, generate an output parameter but this 
could lead to saturation of the DAS system and fill the recording system with a lot of 
unusefull information. Some basic processes are proposed for each of these modules, some 
specific data or label values (in the case of ARINC or CAN) may be extracted on these buses. 
Time filtering is also available to prevent the system to saturate on a repeated information. 
 
In our example, extraction of given label on an ARINC bus can be configured with time 
filtering: 
 
ARCHANNEL[01]  ß Each channel is individually configurable 
{RATE = FAST    ß Two bit rates supported 
PARITY  = ODD   ß Parity 
MODE  = EXTENDED  ß Down to two bits of gap is supported 
LABEL  = 123-x, F0  ß This label “123” with any SDI is extracted with no time filtering  
LABEL  = 234-1,234-3,F64} ß This label “234” with both SDI=1 or3 is extracted with time filtering 

by windows of 64ms 
 
Customization 
 
In addition to basic configuration, these modules are equiped with a DSP devoted to user 
needs. It can easily be customized, using the Library Software Package provided (C 
langague), by the user to run any more complex process which is not available in the basical 
configuration. 
 
A custom process called FRAMESTAT created as a C language program answers to our 
example. This program could perform the frame monitoring required and update a table of 1 
to up to 8kbytes long which is regularly output at a programmable rate. The only limitation is 
given by the global throughput of the system. Such a custom program is called simply in the 
RSxxx configuration file: 
 
RSCHANNEL[05]  ß Each channel is individually configurable 
 {STANDARD  = RS485 
PROTOCOL = SYNC  ß Synchronous or aynchronous 
...    ß Hardware configuration depending on SYNC or ASYNC mode 
PROCESS = FRAMESTAT} ß Process customization 
 
This concludes the different measurements of our example. 
 
 

AUTOTEST 
 
In such a system whose complexity is shadowed, a built in test equipement is absolutly 
necessary to help the user, at the different stages of the use of this equipement to diagnostic a 
failure (hardware, software, saturations...).  
 
Different reports are available after reset and during operation. After reset, some autotests are 
performed by the different modules. These tests are synthetizes on a few leds but detail can be 
obtained by reading internal status which can be output by the standard flow as well as on a 



specific alarm flow. During operation, the system continuously monitors its state and the 
correct data flow. Any saturation or missed data will be monitored and indicated. The 
synchronization is accuratly monitored. 
 
A specific “alarm” module has been develop to continuously output the status of the system 
on a specific RS232 stream. On the standard output flow, any status can be output at the 
desired rate associated to the data. The loss of a card rack (failure of a power supply) does not 
stop the acquisition which can go on with the remaining racks. 
 
Any transitory error, once detected, is maintained one second in the status and once it has 
disappeared, the system recovers automatically. 
 
 

GLOBAL SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 
With its external link based on an Ethernet 100 Base TX physical link and a data throughput 
of up to 40 Mbits/s, the TMA system can be organized to fulfill the requirements of a 
performing DAS placed between the sensors and the Ethernet network. For a complex aircraft 
as A380, several TMA DAS are necessary. The global organization of the system is shown in 
figure 2. 
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Figure 2 
 
The major innovation of this system lies in the use of an Ethernet link for its configuration as 
well as for telemetry output data flow. One of the major advantage of TMA is to sort and 
switch data to the desired destination. Taking advantage of the Ethernet output link, different 
destinations called groups can be defined (up to 16) by using Ethernet multicast destination 



addresses. This allows to switch data to the desired users according with the configuration of 
the system. In our example, we want to define two destination groups to switch the four first 
measurements to a first operator and the last three measurements to a second operator. This is 
achieved by using two Ethernet multicast addresses. Then the routing of the data lay on the 
use of standard ethernet network equipment.  
 
Another main advantage of Ethernet lies in the matching of the output data flow to the load of 
dynamic parameters. This require a packet organization described in the next paragraph. 
 
 

PARAMETERS  - PACKETS - OUTPUT DATA FLOW 
 
A parameter is an elementary data with date and identification tagging. Several parameters are 
gathered together to constitute a data packet. Along this article, we have shown that there are 
sampling parameters acquired at a regular rate and dynamic parameters appearing in function 
of external events. 
 
Both dynamic or sampling parameters fill a packet structure which is tagged with a key. TMA 
can support both cases : 
- Sampling packet : the order of parameters is predefined by configuration. The TMA 

system produces the same quantity of parameters that are defined. 
- Dynamic packet : the order of the parameters is depending on external signals and the 

tagging identification helps to decode them.  
 
Very early, in the system, the output parameter is prepared. The sampling acquisition boards 
prepare the parameters early enough to be compatible with the instant they are acquired by the 
control module. The control module gets the parameters from its own rack and from the 
previous rack of the daisy chain. The control module merges these parameters, in agreement 
with the configuration, to build the desired sampling packet structure which will be sent to the 
dedicated key as soon as it is completed. 
 
Concerning the dynamic acquisition data, each acquisition module sends to the control 
module the parameters as soon as they are produced with their key, sharing the available 
bandwith. A possible saturation is monitored continuously. The control module sorts these 
parameters by their key and build the different packets defined in the configuration. 
According to a size threshold or real time criteria, the TMA system will close the dynamic 
packet and store it in the current Ethernet frame dedicated to its group. 
 
A second size threshold or real time criteria will generate the transmission of the frame of 
packets on the Ethernet link to the appropriate multicast group. 
 
The configuration of such a system is a hierarchical description of  the “exculsive” tree 
constituted of  
1. the multicast groups, with an Ethernet address and the list of packets (sampling and/or 

dynamic), 
2. the different packets described with the list of parameters, 
3. each parameter is declared individually for each channel in the acquisition modules file 

configuration. 
 
 



CONCLUSION 
 
We have exposed in this article the performing characteristics of the new Aircraft Telemetry 
System (TMA2000) designed for the A380 Aircraft, modular, versatile, configurable with 
Ethernet interface. 
 
We have detailed through different examples the capability of configuration offered to the 
user with this new DAS system, the large set of acquisition modules allowing numerous 
digital or analog inputs and the way to sort and output data to a desired user.  
 
We have detailed the synchronization of such a system and show how a whole acquisition test 
system in the aircraft, composed of several daisy chain, can properly perform synchronous 
measurements. 
 
We hope we have demonstrate that this new DAS system could give ideas and answers to the 
engineers in charge of testing aircrafts. 
 
 




